Dear Big Data Value Community,

Welcome to the BDVA and Big Data Value PPP Newsletter of September 2018! We are delighted to share many news, opportunities and achievements from the Big Data Value Community.

**IN THE SPOTLIGHT**
- Data Driven AI for the future: join the debate at EBDV’18 (9 - 11 December, Vienna)
- Check the full programme: on-line registration opens early-2019. Tickets still available until Oct 12th
- Become a sponsor

BDVA PPP present at ICT2018 Imagina Digital - Connect Europe, 4-6 December (Barcelona)
- Council adopted the resolution to establish the EuroPC Joint Undertaking
- Great success of the first DataAI workshop jointly organized by EC, BDVA and universities

**BDVA ACTIVITIES AND BDVA COMMUNITY**

**BDVA contribution to the CEN-CEI-LEIC workshop**

"Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence: building a framework with standardization"

**IoT Open Data Access to advance mobility in European cities workshop**

**Unlocking Big Data Value in Process Industries**

**OPPORTUNITIES**

**RDA Europe project call for experts**

**DataSci Awards 2018**

**BDV PPP IMPLEMENTATION**

**BDV project... towards the second review... webinars series**

**Special project public challenge**

**DataBis starts trials of 25 biosafety cabinets**

**DataPath: video recording of webinars**

July - Sept 2018 available online

**EDI project: EXPLORE phase with selected startups**

**BigDataGraphs: Big Data to enable global disparities of the graphene-powered industries**

**Datamining project... presented at KDD 2018 Conference**

"Deep Big Data Key Performance Indicators Accepted at KDD Conference" (Aug 2018)

**BigDataOcean and ABBG has participated in the workshop**

"Transforming Decision and Policy Making through Big Data”

**EDData project co-organizes the 1st international workshop on Next Generation Cloud for Extreme Data Analytics**

**CLASS project: Big Data analytics software solutions for Smart Cities**

**BDVA Activity Group meeting**

10th of October 2018 (A229)

**BDVA Activity Group meeting**

12th of October 2018 (A232)

**BECOME A BDVA MEMBER!**

**GET INVOLVED!**

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

12 - 14 NOVEMBER

European Big Data Value Forum 2018

Vienna

10 OCTOBER

BDVA Activity Group meeting (A229)

Copenhagen (presence or video)

10 OCTOBER

BDVA Assembly - General Assembly (BDAI)

Presence (video available later)

12 OCTOBER

Standards Meet the Future, World Standards Day Celebration

Brussels

15 - 16 OCTOBER

Advanced & Interoperable Digital B2B Platforms for Smart Factories and Energy District

16 - 18 OCTOBER

IoT World World Congress

Barcelona
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